
Parts List: (2 cars per pack) 4 sides, 4 ends, 2 brake valves, 2 brake stands, 2 sets etches, 2 0.020” brass shims

Check all parts and clean up any flash, feeds, etc. Dry assemble the units with two sides and two end platforms per
car. When happy with the fit, the kit can be glued using CA glue.

The kits are designed to use MicroTrains Barber Roller Bearing truck #003 02 040 [1036]. It is suggested using the
0.020” shim with the truck. MicroTrains low profile wheels or Fox Valley Models 33” wheel set are suggested with MT
body mount coupler short shank #001 02 051[#2004] to get the very low profile of the car. Other trucks and wheels
can be used.

In 2001 FEC purchased cars 70000 through 71124 and in 2005 cars 71650 through 72809, a total of 2285 cars in use
through the early 2000's until the present day. They are regularly seen in intermodal consists in 2012. FEC decals for
these cars with both large and small logos are produced by N Scale Kits .

TTX also run these cars as DTTX cars in the series DTTX 469216 to 471999. However, TTX run the cars without hitch
tops, and are purely for CoFC use.

After painting the assembled wellcar, and before
fitting the walkway etches, bend the end walk-
ways on the half-etched fold lines, as shown [left],
and fit to car [right].

The etches should remain unpainted as they are
left as unpainted steel in the FEC and TTX paint
schemes.

Contact us at sales@nscalekits.com                                    www.nscalekits.com

Trucks pins are located into the holes under the
frame. These can be drilled out further if re-
quired, any resulting hole in the upper surface
will be covered by the hitch plate, and cannot
usually be seen, especially if the truck pin is
painted in line with the paint scheme [arrowed
left].

If the car is to run on tight curves, fit trucks,
place on track, and check clearance of trucks
under the car [right] and file back as necessary
for clearance on the tightest curve the car will
need to negotiate, preferably before painting.

Bend the wellcar floor to create the ends of the car floor
as shown. The floor rests on the bottom ridges of the
wellcar sides.

Glue in the wellcar floor.

The hitch plates should be located onto the end plates,
as shown [there are two locating holes on each end
plate]. The hitch plate tops are painted black with
grease. The brake stand, 3 way valve and brake wheel
are also located on one of the ends of each car.


